THR-400B

Contactless Wrist
Temperature Kiosk
INTEGRATED WITH MIMO MONITORS MTEMP BUNDLE
Peerless-AV’s new indoor Kiosk is integrated with Mimo Monitors MTemp Bundle, which is
comprised of a Mimo Android tablet, a Mimo proprietary sensor assembly, and an easy to use
graphical user interface that provides for reading and displaying a person’s surface temperature
in both Celsius and Fahrenheit. It combines a Time of Flight sensor for measuring distance with
a medical grade non-contact FIR temperature sensor to report accurate and reliable human
temperature measurements. The self-service, non-contact temperature screening system
will alert individuals of heightened temperature status as they enter the premise, alleviating
customer and staff concerns. This plug-and-play kiosk is available to immediately deploy in a
variety of settings, such as corporate, retail, hospitality, and education.

KIOSK FEATURES
- Designed, manufactured and
assembled in the USA
- A wide range of custom aesthetic
options also available; options
include custom color finishes, vinyl
logos, wraps, etc.
- ADA Compliant and tested to UL
safety standards and pending
official certification
Kiosk design and component specifications
subject to change without notice

SOFTWARE FEATURES
- 21.5" digital signage tablet with
10-point multi-touch projected
display from Mimo Monitors
- Visual instructions on the screen
to align users wrist to the accurate
reading zone
- Pass/Fail or numerical temperature
notification and optional email
notification to HR or designated
individuals
- Medical grade, contactless
temperature sensor ±0.3 degrees
- CDC approved COVID-19 screening
questionnaire

SIMPLE SETUP
AND INSTALLATION
Simple plug and play set-up takes
less than 5 minutes to start using

NON-CONTACT WRIST
THERMOMETER
Users approach the kiosk, place
their wrist next to the scanner
and their temperature is taken,
eliminating the need to try and
align the users face and forehead
in line with the camera and sensor

INTERNAL CABLE MANAGEMENT
Creates an aesthetically pleasing
appearance

SECURED REAR DOOR
Allows convenient access to
the display and other internal
components for easy maintenance

HIGH-PERFORMANCE, PREMIUM
POWDER COAT FINISH
Protects the unit and extends the
product lifespan for years

FLAT RECTANGULAR BASE
Unobtrusive, stylish design can be
free standing or bolted to the floor for
increased safety and security

Please visit peerless-av.com/en-us/patents for patent information.
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